Advertisement for the Position of Research Associate and Research Assistant

Applications are invited for the position of **ONE Research Associate & ONE Research Assistant** under the project sponsored by **Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)**.

**Title of the Project:** “To Develop ……………………mosquito vector spread”

**Duration of the Project:** Three years (2021-2024)

**Essential Qualifications for Research Associate:** Ph.D. (Awarded/ Submitted) in any branch of Life Sciences. It is mandatory for the candidate to have specialization in Artificial Intelligence with programming skills in machine learning.

**Essential Qualifications for Research Assistant:** M.Sc. in any branch of Life Sciences with a pass score in NET/ SLET. Preference will be given to the candidate having experience in field study in Ecology and Environmental Sciences with an exposure in computer programming.

**Emoluments:** As per ICMR norms

Interested candidates having above qualifications shall fill the ‘**Application form**’ given in the link: [https://forms.gle/wAGCuoMtD2NxHzJP7](https://forms.gle/wAGCuoMtD2NxHzJP7) on or before **22nd March, 2021**. Suitable candidates will be called for written test and interview. No TA or DA will be paid for attending the interview. The above-mentioned positions are purely temporary.

**Contact Address:** Prof. S. Chandrasekaran, Principal Investigator, ICMR Project, Department of Plant Sciences, School of Biological Sciences, Madurai Kamaraj University, Palkalai Nagar, Madurai - 625 021.

e-Mail ID: csekaran.biological@mkuniversity.ac.in.